Save A Life Denver - Coalition Membership
Safe A Life Denver is a joint effort by community partners to provide resources and training to empower individuals to
take appropriate action in the moment, and to talk with others about preparing for active threats. As a community, we
can do more to prepare for, respond to and recover from active threats. Even though this is a difficult and uncomfortable
subject to talk about, thinking about and planning for your response to an active threat can save lives. We are excited
about this opportunity to bring more partners together. As a community, we will be more prepared and resilient if we are
all empowered to save lives.
A coalition, by definition, is “a pact or treaty among individuals or groups, during which they cooperate in joint action,
each in their own self-interest, joining together for common cause. The alliance may be temporary or a matter of
convenience. Members are those with overlapping rather than opposing interests.”
Membership is FREE and open to those who are interested in collaborative efforts to prepare our community.

Service Delivery
Become certified to deliver active threat and stop
the bleed training to local businesses and
organizations. Your partnership will help increase
and expand the reach of service to the community.

Learn more about service delivery opportunities:
julianna.lochte@redcross.org

Champion

Make the Commitment

You can help start the conversation and keep it
going. Train your business and become an
advocate for Red Cross active threat and stop
the bleed training in your networks. Help us tell
the story and keep communities empowered.

We ask coalition partners to further the cause
and make a small commitment in addition to
your work as either a Service Delivery or
Champion member:
•

Mention your involvement in the Save A Life
Denver coalition and the resource of
savealifedenver.org when you are working/
speaking/featured in the public on this
important topic.

•

If possible, share a link to the Save A Life
Denver website on your organization’s website.

•

Follow us on Twitter @SaveALifeDenver and
share relevant information.
Tag @SaveALifeDenver when you post about
this important topic.

Learn more about champion opportunities:
nigel.holderby@redcross.org
We, ___________________________________ are proud to be a member of Save A Life Denver, in the role
of SERVICE DELIVERY or CHAMPION to help expand the reach of service to the community and elevate the
conversation around the importance of preparedness as it relates to active threats.
DATE: __________________ Representative Name: (Print)______________________________________
Email: __________________________________Phone:_______________________

•

